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INTRODUCTION
or the water that falls upon the earth ae rain «
greater or leaser part percolGtes into the soil to beoone
flubeurfaoe water. Some of the subaurface water is taken
up by the plants to be transpired by them through their
Xeaves. A portion is evaporated directly; and somei the
hygroscopic water, resists eva^ration and is held in the
soil. Ihe free water moves downward and laterally under
the influence of gravity until it reaches an outlet; in
the case of this study it is a tile drain.
The control of the water level in the soil at a point
where it is satisfactory for plant t,rowth is one of the
Hiost iraportent factors in successful crop production. The
ground water level or water table continually fluctuates
with the seasons and is near the surface in spring vhen the
young plants require a sufficient depth of unsaturated soil
in order to get a healthy start. To attain this aim, under-
drainage has oome to be recognized as one of the most valu
able practices. It has been proved by scientific study
and practioal observation Chat the benefits to be derived
from well drained farm land are numerous (31).
The ground water level is lowered between tile lines
in a curved line, the hiti,he3t point being midway between
the drains. Field crop roots can neither live nor obtain
food from a oaturated noil. They require a well aerated
drained soil for sustenance. The helf^ht to which a water
table will rise, togetn^r with the rate at which it Is
lowered after a rain, is one measure of the effioienoy of
operation of an underdrainage system. Sohliok (63) statoa
that as long as the tile has suffioient oapaoity the ground
water level is controlled by the spacing and depth of the
tile drains. With drainage the shape of the water table
is changed (11). The effect of lowering the level of the
water table is more pronounced immediately over the tile
drains than at some distance from them. The spacing be
tween the tile lines should be such that the water table
midway between the lines is not more than one or one euid
a half feet above the flow line in the tile drain (60,
p. 376). This factor is not readily predetermined, but
depends on the various soil physical conditions, such as
permeability as discussed by Frevert (21). Many people
have put forth various formulae to express this drain
spacing factor mathematically in terms of some soil prop
erty that is readily measured. This work has been excellent
ly reviei«ed and presented by van 3ohilft.:aarde (77).
Muskat (49, p. e) states that
- • - while it is true that the indeterraining
of certain conditions involved in problems of
flow thrvju^n pox^^us media encountered in prac
tice will prevent the attainment of exact
quaatitatlve reaullo rrom my mathematical
ariaXyslB, It is nevertheless oertalnXy ot
value to analyse the problems es if they in
volved ideal systems. For it Is only In thia
manner that the lundsmental properties of the
system can be determined and their behaviour
under modified conditions ascertained*
drainage research is faced with two different but related
problems: the practical one of determining the optimum
design for a drainage system on any pieco of land,
and the more purely scientific one of detentlning how the
syste;^ functions^ and whF;t effect it has on the soil and
on the crops. Hueaell (6£) remerks on the element of un
certainty which preVints optimum deEign from being deter
mined beyond a certain de^^ree of accuracy. He lists these
elements &a weather, chein^e of farming methods, nature of
the 0011, and economica.
The purpose of this study is to detemlue the water
table surface at the upper end of subsurface drains by
means of flow nets and water table observations. Ihe
problem includes tlie development of a proper procedure,
aesif^n and construction of equipment, installation of the
ex^erimcut, and analysing the data. The aim in under-
draininti is to e^et the most drainage per unit cost and
secure the highest possible efficiency for every foot of
tile used. The importance of the end of a tile drain
lateral has been overlooked in the past. Vi^ an increased
knowledge of this aspect of a tile systeo sooe econoQles
In the use of tlXe might be effected.
Ihe upper end of lateral drains influence the layout
of experimental plots. The tendency at the present time
Is to extend the drain veil beyond the lest plot. It Is
possible thst with some new luiowledge on tl^ls subject a
more efficient uae may be made of the existing experimental
land. TUe basic requirement would be a uniform water table
throughout the lenf^th of the plots ct the nidspacing.
The upper end of each lateral drain is blocked off by
some method. This is common practice and apparently the
custom is to use whatever material is readily available.
Up to the present time there has been very little study
given to this phase of drainage practice.
&REVIEW OF LlTKRAniHE
Interest has been centered on drainage from before
the time of Columella In Rome to the present time and a
great volume of work has been done In the many phases of
drainage research. Much of this vork has been duljr re*
corded in the many fine text books, bulletins, and Journal
papers on the particular problem investigated* In the
study of tiie effect on the water table near the upper end
of a tile drain the paucity of reftjrences in the litera
ture pertaining to this subject has been a cause of much
concern*
There are a great many methods available to the
investigator for determining flow nets or patterns in
order to secure a solution to a flov problem. IJiese may
be classified in the following manners
a. Mathematical solution by hodographs as reviewed
by Huskat (49, p» 300}•
b« Sai^d or t^lass beads in a tank and using piezometers
in a wide tanlc (10) or dye strearjs in a narrow
tank (£5)*
6o. Trial sketchinfci of equlpotentlal aiid streainlinea
aa dlscuGsea by Foi*ohhelffler (18).
d. Ex^perloieutal mathematioB by the iteration method
where relaxation is a fipeoial oaee of this type
of fiathefflatica and was used by Shav and Southwell
(69) and Luthin (4£]. This method is tedious.
The matheffifitioal solutions fsre generally used
for checking; or aoadea;lo luterept and for a few
simple OEsea whtre equationB for the boundrrlee
can be derived,
»• iCleotrical analogies which will be discussed in
ciore detail.
f* Piezometer tubes in the field are of lov preci
sion as it is not easy to get controlled eondi-
tions*
Eleotrioal Analogy
Reoent studies of drain&^e proolems have shown the
use of tile eleotrio&l analog to be very importorit in ovei**
C'jiniiiti certain of tiio problems. Wyokoff (82^ p. 395)
states that
... pjnoblems Involving the flow of homogeneous
fluids throUfcTh porous media under the action of
gravity in general require very difficult analy
tical methods for solution. Furthermore the
problems may become entirely intractable
fflathemDtioally Khen the geometry ot the flow
system teKea on only e reasonable oonplexity
such as Is Involved in many systems of prac
tical engineerinti interests
He Ptntea thc^t scale raodels hfive beer, used in the past but
due to the difficulty of makine them sufficiently sccurste
he suggests that
... a method besed on the electrical analogy
of flow of fluids through porous media which
is simple but neverthelece capable ot provid
ing reasonably accurate and detailed solutions
regerdlecs of the complexity of the problem
could be used.
Hiubbard and Ling (29) discuss the accuracy of the
electric analogue and state thp.t experiments on several
&naXoguee of stxislly symmetrical flow systems in which a
comparison ccjuld be made with analytical methods, it
appeared safe to use tne electricpl analOfe^y to represent
a deslitn problem in which the absence of on axis of eym-
fiietry made mathemRtical analysis imprnotioal or virtually
ifflposeible. Xn organiKin^^ end investigating the shape of
the water table at the upper end of a tile drain it was
desirable to analyse and use much of the literature deal
ing with the application of the electrical analogy to this
particular problem.
In the past there hae been much accoinplishec by use
of the electrical analogy, Heltov (56) states thet the
6method of electrical analogy was proposed by Prof* N* N*
PavlovBky In 19£0 for Investigating problems of ground
•vater flow under dams. Using electric piezometers burled
In the beee of his powdered t^rapiilte model, Heltov In
1933 made use of a three-dimensional case and eetablished
that models with different scales give airailar results-
Beinius (56) auci Casagrande (4) employed it on daiu seepage*
Vreedenuurg (78) for further work, on dams used a paraffin
model with copper electrodes in a diluted salt solution
which had its depth proportional to the permeability co
efficient of the soil* Musitst (49, p* 455) referred to a
three-dimensional analogue in a water and oil problem
through the eame media* Bradfield (3) developed an electri
cal tanK but used it to solve a three-dimensional torsion
problem. V^yckoff (82) working on seepage under dams devel
oped a colloidal graphite gel on heavy paper to vary the
permeability and determine the top seepage line by a out
and try method. Childs (7) used the electric analogy very
extensively to deteriaine drain flux and flow patterns under
several different conditions. A different model was used
ior each geometrical configuration, spacing and depth.
He determined only the equipotential lines and traced the
streamlines by trial sketching*
In 1948 Frevert (20) using tap water as an electrolyte
9Bucoossfully inverted the an&10tiu& to deterninr a geometric
factor Jtor- pertaeaoillty etuaies. This le apparently the
first tlDe both ecjUlpotential ilnec en:il Btreamllnefl were
detcru^iiicd by tiila utjthui^. Gchtvab (6f:) used this method
to ueterjulne the flow Into circular perforations rnd Dutt
(lid) used the same method for detenalnir.g the flow Into
craoJc.8 between adjacent tiles* Many other vorlcere detail
mined needed factors with the electric analogy. Van Bavel
and KlrJtham (75), Luthln aud Klrkhaa (4"5), rnd Kaealand
(47) used It for phases of soil pjrmeablllty etudleq.
Stenatroia (71) made a very preolste model for Inv^stl-
^atla^ low velocity air distribution around s three-
dlmensloiiel aircraft taodel. Helf (57) also used It for
aircraft work. McClellaad (44) gives a very excellent
review of the graphite method for two-dimensional problems.
A new approach was used by Luthln (41) in electrical
resistance networks to solve soil and water problems.
This method was first advanced by Llebman (35). Lane
(J7} working on a study of Boulder Dam used tinfoil in
place of carbon for the model.
The liffllCations of the method of electrical analogy
for the solution of problems of fluid flow is that a
statlonr.ry wat^^r table la required where the free eurfao#
is an equipotentlai line, a condition rare in actual
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praotloo although Chllde (8) (9) developed a method for a
Bovin^ water table* The ponded condition ie only temporary
but is the maJtimuQ condition to be expected eo the method is
quite applicable. The sesumptiona made ere that Darcy's law
is valid, tne soil Is homogeneoue, and the tile ie running
full without bscit preanure. In the case under coneideration
this ifl not achieved as the upper end of a tile drain will
be nearly empty. In the analogue uniform conductivity i«
easily achieved but does not correspond to the permeability
in the field where there are varying; soil types and disturbed
•oil in the tile trench. The conducting material oust pos
sess sufricient degree of electrical conductivity and uni
formity and should not change with time*
Field study
At increasing and low velooities porous flow Is
purely vieoous with a gradual transition toward turbulence
as the velocity exceeds a critical value for the particular
media* Xxiis is assumed lo be a Heynolds number of less
tiian t^ne wiiich gives it application to any soil finer than
coarse sand, assuming spherical particles (49, p. 67).
Hit permeabilities of the porous media encountered In
underground flow is so low that any departure from viscous
flow Involves pressure gradients which are out of the
range of t:iOee ordinarily encountered. Through isotropie
IX
aollB the velocity of flow la expressed by Darcy'e equation;
V « K1 where v is the velocity of flow, K Is the hydrcullc
conductivity, and 1, is the hydraulic gradient.
Kuskat (49, p. 140) presents a table illustrating
th« almilarity and relationahipa between the flow of water,
electricity, heat and aagnetism* Elootrlclty la iK)re con
venient to handle experimentally* There is an analogy
between Ohm*a law for electrical flow and Daroy>8 law for
fluid flow in the steady state. The quantity of fluid
flow ^ ia equivalent to the current i in electrical flow.
Ihe permesblllty ^ repreeente the specific conductivity
and the hyaraulic heed corres:/on<is to the voltage. Advan
tage is taiten of thle analogy to solve hycrodynamlc prob-
leoia by explorin^:^ the distribution of potential in an
electrolyte of uniform depth contained In a tank..
Flow into drain
Tile drains £>re laid in the eoll In a continuous
line and upon such a grade that any water vhlch flndc its
way into the tile through the cracks (68) between Indi
vidual tile will be carried nway under the influence of
12
gravity to •oae lower point vher^: it is dieoharged* A
CBrerul search oi' the literature has revelsed but a single
refereuoe regardirig the amount of flow into the upper
end or a tile drain*
FloKelft (&£, y. ISO) etatafls
• . • the ground vater entert the drain at the
Jointfl* The vater wuioh enters the first Joint
at the up>er end of a letersl la very emsll -
i-Tobably about £ per cent of the capacity of the
drain - and hence the hyureulic grsde line tr.ay be
assumed to start at the elevr^tion of the invert
of the drain. At the sucoeedlng Joints approxi-
iiiately equal iiiflow^ will enter the dr??.ln • •
but these inflows will be less than thpt at the
first Joint, since it serves a much wider strip
abovo the end of the IsiterGl.
the above value of per cent wbs probably arrived at by
usin^ a ration of the surface area of the tile to a 1/8-
inoh craoK spaoini^* This would be a volume basis only,
without respect to tisie. Kirkhaai eetabliahod (M) that
a 1/8-inoh oraok gave a flow reaistanc* of 56 per cent when
oompared to a totally open drain for a oontaon situation.
Area drained
There is very little Inf^rmrition on the tavcb that
the upiier end of o tile a rein will dreln. Sohroeder
(6&f p. 211) states that the upper end of a tile drain
will *draija** a distance equal to one-quarter the apaoing
1-5
beofiuee the lateralu drain an apToxlm^te Berciclroular
area off end* Etoheverry (14, p. 99) states that, at
the upper end of a lateral the onXy flow le thrt from a
saall area adjacent to it. Althou^ they do not discuss
it, Etchoverry (14, p* 100) end rauscr (15, Fig. 12) pre-
•entlng lllURtratlons of particul&r tile layouts. Indicate
thet a header drain (a drain essentially at right angles to
parallel lateral drains and o short distance above the
u^^per end of them) should be placed a distance of one-half
the normal spacing atiove the end of the lateral drains*
This would indio'te they do not feel the ends of the
laterals would drain a very large eirfja. Sohroeder (65,
rig. 147) for •imilar layouts glvee a range of one-half
to two-thirds the averai^e spacing.
Methods of closure
!Qiere ia general agreement that the upper end of a
tile drain should be closed as it is obvious that some
nethod, 1, must be employed to prevent the newly
backfilled mnterlal and fine silt from washing down into
the drain ai^d plut,giiit5 it up as shown in Figs# 2 and 3.
Elliott (13) and Ayres and 5coatft8 (£) do not mention any
particular lasterial. Many authors eugoSst a flat brick,
or a stone wnich may be flat or round (19) (80) (30) (48)
(72). Etcheverry (14) and i^ickels (5£) suggest that broken
STONE
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tile bats may be used "but Frevert, «t al* (22) points out
that It Is tiRn^»i;rou3 to do this unless the tile bats pre
oecieiitod In p1qc©« Aditlu (1)# 'Aaler* (79)^ arid Powers (53)
do not discuss tills point at all* City Brlcfe. and
Tile Cofflpaiiy are now manufacturing epeclaX unite for closing
the end of drains. This unit Is suitable to my slzo of
tile drain (17)» Sohroeder (65, p. 191) shows a special
formed tile and Fertjuson (16) auegests that tile stood on
end and half filled with oeaent oaKe Tery ijood ends with
care beiu^i tai^en not to alK them with the other tile# King
(31) ytttes that gravel has been used around broken tile
bats aJid In the psBt ;iiany old tilers uoed a pleoe of bosrd
or s sod to cover the end. The Soil ConserTetlon Service
suggests that any suitable material may be ueed for this
puri«se (7*5) while Chaajberlain (5) sums It all up by stat
ing the
, • • upper end of laterals should be stopped up
. * ooffl^letfcly shutting out the dirt and the
undue entrance of water. I'Jatwr should enter there
Just as such as at oth?ir Jolnte, and no more -
that l8f enter at the narrow craca*
17
EQUIPMENT
FJeotrlcal Potential Tani.
llie l&ix>ratory equipment used in thle atudy vas essen
tially the same as that developed by Frevert (SO) and Dutz;
(1£). In order to consolidate this inforffiatlon and add to
it the equipment and procedure will be detailed here* k
rectangular steel tank. 10 feet long, 6 feet vldSf and 3
feet deep was used. This taiik was brushed £ind cleaned and
the interior then sprayed with two cor.ts of AJax black air
drying lueulatlnfi Vf;ml8h V61B5, thinned with £0^ VM P
naphtha* After use, the tank developed rust s.ots and it
was necessary to touch these spots up by hand. A 24 c^auge,
96 inch by -56 inch copper sheet >(ES pleiced on the bottom
of the taxik. Xhe rtiinalnder of the bottom was covered with
copper screen. Lead wires were attached by meane of steel
screws as solder decomposed and left a scum on the water*
Brasfl screws should be used in the future as the steel
screws rusted badly. The screen was difficult to clean
but all the conductors were cleaned with a weak, solution
of a^riatlo acid.
Xhe recordings device as used and described by Frevert
(12) was modified so the probe and carrlwcs would cove
16
rreely and not stlok,. A new vertical slide was made and
the sheet metal base was changed to a steel bnae with a
ball bearing movement. This improvement aided «^eatly
in seouriii^ more accuracy on readin^is taken near the bottom
of the taiiik end close to the models. Two new probes were
made, one for the 2:1 model scale and the other for the
6:1 model scale. These only varied in length. The probes
were made of 3/l6-inoh bronse welding rod* The lower end
was filed to a point and a right angle bend was made a
distance of 3 inches from the end« The probes were then
coated with insulating varnish end after drying were wrapped
with black electrical scotch tape. This eliminated the
difficulties of leaks that troubled Dutz (12, p. 43). The
recorder moved on an aluminum ensile-shfpod track which
was placed across the top oi' the steel tank*
The electrical apparatus was similar to that used by
Dutz (1£)« A ll&-volt to 10-volt 60*cyole bell transformer
which was designed for intermittent serrice was used but
due to the high liq>edance it was feared it might burn out
due to the excessive heat. This was replaced by a 110«*'
volt to 6>volt 60-cyole transformer suited to continuous
service. This pi*oved satisfactory although the actual
potential was only i: volts due to the hi^^h internal resis
tance In the circuit. The 60-cyole alternating current
19
vae used to prevent polarization and to reduce the an^unt of
ooatliig that forma on the smaller electrodes vhlch Inoreases
the roalstaaoe* Thle was reported ty 3chwab (66). The lover
oyoles are aore difficult to balance than the higher* The
wiring diagram is Btiovn in Fig. 4. Tvo 4000-ohm plug type
resistance blocks were used to set the correct ratios de-
elred and a model 302 Eleotronic Voltmeter, made by Ballan-
tiiie Laboratories Inc., Boonton, K. J., was used to Indicate
txie null point where the circuit was balanced. It Is not
necessary to measure both £ and I In Ohm*s law but Just the
ratio £ between these quantities^ R. The resistance readings
were tai^en by usln^ a 400-ohiQ plug type resistance block in
conjunction with the two 40C0»ohm resistance block.8 and form**
ing a Vheatstone bridge circuit. The vacuuffl tube Yoltmeter
was used to determine when the circuit was balanced. A
Triplett model 630 A Volt-Oh&KAmmeter was used to check the
Voltages and resistances.
Kodels
The choosing of a model scale which Is proportional
to the boundrry oonditions or slsie of tank is very Impor
tant. If properly constructed, the wall effect will give
a superposition of m"i infinite number of Images which is
of use la solving certain flow problems. The model should
be as large as possible as the errors of small deviations
tile
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I ?
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fii^» 5. dlejiraa for determination of oonduotlTltjr
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are greatly magnified. For the same reason the electrodes
or probea for meteurlxig should he quite emell- Prellnilnary
tests with a £sl iix>del scale proved unsatisfactory he->
cause of the difficulty In dupllcp.tlrig the spacing for the
different iLodel ecales th£it were used. It itras decided to
use a 6sl modal soale so that the outside drain diameter
of a fi^lnoh tile, which Is 6 Ijaohee, would correapond to
ft l-inoh model*
The l*lnoh oodel drains were atte.ohed to a support
board a distance of 8 Inches frozn the center of the drain
to the bottod of the tank. This Is the same na plpclnf the
arain 4 feet deep In the t^round. The tank was filled with
tap water to a depth of 16 Inches which correR::ionded to a
depth to the Impermoable layer of 8 feet with the drains
midway between the ground surface and the Ifflpenaeable
layer. The Insulated sides of the tank, repres^ted the
isldpolnt of the drain spacing* The distance was 72 inches
which oorrssponded to a spacing of 36 feet*
Fi^s* and 6 show illustrations and photographs
of the Torloue models that were used in this f^tudy* The
model that was used to represent the totally open or un-
llned drain for the direct analo^jue Is shown In Fig. 6(o),
ai'id Fig. 8{£). This was a type K copper pipe 5 feet long
and 1 inch in diameter with a copper disc over one end*
ss
rig. 6/ Oravlng of drain aodala uaad with the alMtrid
pjoalogue*
*InY»rt6d BOdeXs a, b, d, r, h, J are for utreai&llnes*
Direct modele o, e, g, i are for equlpotentlai lines.
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rig* ?• HodaXs of drain tubas.
^i^s* 8* Models ot drain tubas lor totally
opan drain.
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A lead wire was eoldered to the pipe and the pipe pieced
oa the support board with a plastic tube holding up the
other end.
The model repreaentlng the gravel paoked end (Fig. 1)
in the direct analogue was a solid wooden dowel 5 feet long
and 1 inch in diameter which was Insulated ><lth iramish.
A l-inch copper cylinder, 1-1/2 Inches long, was fitted
to the dowel and the lead wires attached to the copper
conductor. This Is shown la rigs. 7(i.) and 6(g).
'Xhe model representint^ a closed drain idth an open end
was a solid wooden dowel 5 feet lon^ with a copper dlec
fitted to tiie end as shown In Flge. 7(3) and 6(e). The
lead wire was attached to the disc aiid the dowel painted
with insulating varnish.
The model used to represent the l/^lJ^oh crack at
the end of the tile line was the saae as that used for
the open end test with the exception that the copper disc
was painted with insulating varnleh except for a ring at
the outer ed^e of the disc, liiis Dooel wes very difficult
to work with due to Its smell size but the results compared
favorably witli tests on larger model scales.
In order to Invert the analogue it was neoessery to
maKe all the previous conductors Insulators and the in
sulators now beooae conductors, or aore generally the known
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boundary atreaaisupfaceR ahould be made equlpotentifil sur-
raoae and the norcaal oqul:'Otentlal bouns^arlos be made In-
aul&ted or frae aurfacoB. Thle that the Insulnted
aidea of the tsiifc ahouXd be covered with copper as well aa
the bottoB. This would ^Ive five oonduoting surfaces which
should all be joined together. Tor the Inverted analogue
of the totally open drain, In a plane noriiir.l to the axis of
the drain, a model was made using a solid wooden dowel In
vihlch two slots vere milled and tvo sherte of copper fitted
as illustrated in Figs. 6(e) nnd 7(4). The vooden dowel
vaa Insxilotyd and >ir(?s attached, to eech aheet of copper#
Each sheet wi'S at a different potentlfil. A slight curva
ture was placed on the lower electrode or boundary. Ihe
reason for this curv&ture Is that the copper boundary ha®
a finite thlcKnesB and ao would not represent the 100 per
oeiit fitreameurface but aome value lesa than 100 which would
have a ourved surface.
For the Inverted anelOuUe of the unllned drain com
pletely pervious aloKti iJ-s whole leu^th (vhich would repre
sent a urain tube embedded in (gravel) in a plane vertical
with the axis of the ornin, a aolid »^oden dowel was inau-
Xated and a 3/3£:-inoh welding rod bent to fit ortliogonal to
the equipotential lines obtained from the direct analogue
was used to repreaent this caaa* Ibis welding rod was
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fitted Into the end of the fiovel &b illufltrf>ted In Fige«
6(6) and 6(1). The other end of the veldlne rod nas
hold aboYG the water surfp.oe. A cone, 6(b) and 8(3),
vas also uaed In plaoe of the bronae v.eldlng rod. The reaeon
for this la that the welding rod repreeente the zero Gtresju-
line boundary for purposes of determining the actus.! stream
lines and beoausa It has a finite thloisness, the etreaai-
llnea having iio thlo^eas. It does not represant tha zaro
streacillne but rgither aoae siaall value t^roster than zero.
ihla aer.ns the veldlng rod should be actually cone-shaped.
liie diaaieter of the cone at the water surface is difficult
to eatliDaue«
The Inverted models for tha othftr eases considered are
shown in the lilustratlone. The Inverted raodel for the
easa of tha 1/e-lnch craek is shown in Fig. 6(J), that for
tha open and drain is shown in Fig* 6(f} and that for tha
pnokad end is shown In Fl^a. 6(h} and 7(1}•
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i-ROCEDURE
Model Study
The model experiment was carried out in a large
rectangular steel tank 10 feet long, 6 feet wlde^ and 5
feet deep. The interior of the tank was brushed, cleaned
and sprayed uith two coats of a quick drying Insulating
varnisii- Later in the experimeiit tiie tai.k developed rust
spots in several placen due to uneven application of the
Varnish* Tiie tank was drained and these spots touched up
by hand. A 24-.gauge sheet of copptr plate 96 inches by
36 inches was placed on the bottom of the tank* A copper
screen was used to cover the area not covered by the sheeta
Xhe chief disadvantage in usixsg screen was the difficulty
in cleaning it* There was no measurable difference In
resistaiice in using the screen or copper sheet. The lead
wires were attached to the ocreenr; and copper plp.te. In
the future it is advisable to use brass screws for this
purpose. The tank was then filled with tap water to a
depth of 16 inches.
The temper&ture of the water after the tank was filled
to the required depth was 66° F. A conductivity test, Fig.
9, was made on a sample of the electrolyte. The sample of
26
9. Ax>paratu3 ooed to detarcloe oonductivity
of oXeotrolyto*
A - iJOteiitloQotor
B - 40w0 otm z^sistsnoe t)Xoo&
C - 4u00 40C olid renl^itance bloc:;
D - 110 t0 volt tTGiiOforrieT
fc - elcotroclc voltmeter
f • C 'lAfiuCtlTlty flnofe
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vater was placed In a 1000 oCi graduate and a copper
electrode 2*198 inches in diamet€;r vae placed, with a
lead wire attached, on the bottom of the graduete. An-»
other copp&r electrode was placed a distance of 12 Inches
from the bottom electrode. The wiring diagram ia shown in
Fi^a 5* The resistance between the copper electrodes was
then measured and the tempersture taiten sinultaneously.
This was repeated until the water or electrolyte reached
a constant temperature, DiHiculties were encountered in
measuring t^iis reaistance because an unreliable Wheatstone
bridge was used. Ihe values obtained from it did not agree
with those measured by the Model 630 A Ohmmeter. The
Ifiheatstone bridge was replaced by three resistance blooKs
set up in a brid^^e circuit. Each resietance block checked
out, but the same differences in readings were encountered
as before. The set up was checked vith a standard variable
resistor (Central Scientific Cotcpany) end It checked out.
The variation in resistf^nce readint^e across the electro
lyte usinj^ the bridge and the Triplett Ohmmeter must have
been due to the high internal voltage of the meter.
An electrolyte obeys Ohm's lav except for very hig}i
voltages and high frequency currents (81). Thus for an
applied potential, the volt/sge remaining constant, the
current will vary inversely with the resistance R of the
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electrolyte. The oonduotlYlty at an eXeotrolyte« the
conductance is taken aa 1/R and is expressed in o^cs*
C - 1/n - it A/L
i^ere £ is the conductance in ohoSf ^ the rosistance in
ohms, K is the specific conductivity in mhos per inch
cuhed^ ^ is the area of the conductor in square inches,
and is the length of the conductor in inches.
it • L/HA » 12/R X 3.77 « 3,Xe/R
The temperature reacln^a were taken usin^^ a £0-gauge
wire copper-constantan thensocouple* The readings were
taken on a Leeds and Northx*up Potentiometer Indicator
vhich was equipped with an internal cold Junction compen^
sating device. The potentiometer was calibrated to read
for iron-constantan so a conversion chart was prepared by
usin^^ a 1/SP F precision thermometer to standardize the
potentiometer. Tliis is shown In Fig. 10. A regression
line was made for the variation of specific conducti
vity with temperature, Fig. 11. The inorcnse in resistance
was due to the coating of the small electrodes. The experi
ment was conducted in a therioostatioally controlled room*
In four days the electrolyte had risen to and remained
constant at 70^ F.
In general the flow of water through earth masses is
three-dimensional; however, this situstlon is too complicated
li-
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tor praotloal analysis and the fundamentalB of flow can
best be represented by using the simple two-dliaenaional
case* th« slgnlfleant character of tvo^-dlaenslonaX flow
is that all the fdf:ture8 of the motion may be observed in
a single planei the lootlon being Identically the sane in
parallel planea. Xhe case considered here Is three-
dlaerisioual but It is beet represented by considering a
two-dliacnsionai systeia in two planes aa shown in Fig. 17.
The equipment •which has been described previously was
aeseokbled on the tax^ as shown in Fit^. 1£* ^he >«lring
die^r&Q used for this experiment is llluBtr&ted in Fig. 4.
The first test oodel was placed in position. This was th«
totally open or unlined drain in the direct analogue* The
procedure ^as to trace the 0.1, O.S, to 0.95 equipotential
lines by first setting the correct bridge ratlo^ taken from
Table 1, on the resistance blocks and then moving the
recorder as lllustratL'd In Fig. 13 until the electronic
voltmeter registers a null point. A merk is made on the
peper at this point. The bridge ratio is changed and the
recorder moved until e further point is made* This is
done by the cross section method. It is much speedier to
complete each equipotential line before changing the bridge
ratio* When a series of points are made, all points with
the same potential are Joined by a smooth curve* The model
34
fig* 12* APr^ngecout of c{;uipjao&t for sodal «tudio«.
I3» <<&corder &sd aothud of operation.
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X&ble 1. Resistance ratloo for plotting equipotential
lines and streamlines**
Equipotential and
etrenmline value
Resistance block
I
Resistance block.
II
ifer cent Oiuns Ohms
10 900 100
£0 600 £00
50 700 300
40 600 400
60 500 600
60 400 600
70 300 700
80 200 800
90 100 900
9& 60 960
^Calculated from p. £196 of reference (27)«
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was ohanged and a new set of curves traced.
A seriea of croea seotlono were icade on the totally
Ot'en drain in the XY plane anc all the points of equal
potential were Joined to give one feaiily of curves. A
faffllly of equlpotential lines were traced in the XZ plane,
and In the XZ plane at X « 6» the boundaries were then
changed and also the models in order to Invert the analogue.
A series of streai&lines were traced in the same manner as
the equipotential lines. The equipotential lines and the
streamlines were then superimposed to fore the flow net*
In a similar manner, flow nets were developed for the
case of the l/G-lnch oreck, the open end drain, and the
gravel pscked end*
Field Study
In drainage investigations the theoretical solutions
and solutions derived from model studies must be tested
in the field where the results of these studio? must even*
tually be put into practice. This study to find how
the water table at the upper end of a tile drain was affected
by various practices. A llmltud otudy wga made on the
various methods now employed in closlne; off the upper end
of lateral drains and to evaluate two of these methods*
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Accompanying thla atudy vaa an experiment to determine
the radius of Influence at the upper end of a tile drain
so that aome guide could be used for the laying out of
plots in expt^rlmontpl work to maite the moot efficient uae
of the apace available. From this ss/ne experlnient an eati-
mtite of tiie dlotance a tile dr^-^in might be expected to
adequately drsln tho land off the end of the drain vas
made*
A^^rloultural Em'-lneerlnp: Researoh Farni. Amea
the Agricultural Engineering Research Farm at Ames
was selected as a site to determine the effect the upper
end of a tile drain has upon the water table around the
end of the line and nt some point down from the end.
The alte selected was line two^of the craok spacing experl-
isent v^ioh has been aescrlbed by Dutz (IS). The oholoe
was based on the uniformity of the soil and the distance
from other drains. 1!hls line oonslRted of 80 feet of
5«inoh tlle^ which had a steel plate over the end, and 20
feet of steel pipe which outletted into a sump*
The end of the tile line was found with a probe and
the layout of the water table pipe vas made- This is shown
in Fit^ 14. Above the end of the tile line oalrs of v/ater
96
B
• •
D
• •
B
SoBlet 1 in. • 12«5 ft«
fig* 14. Layout of vatei* tztble pipe at the Agrleultural
^n^lceerlRg Heee&roh fanig Aaes*
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table jjipes wore set out loijarlthaietioally In a lino
Jeoted from tiie axis of the drain. T)Ub Is line D* Lino
C was laid out In the sane manner at 45 degrees to this
first line and Xine A wafl laid out normal to tho axis of
the drain at the upper and of the drain. Vatcr table pipes
vere placed in pairs at each Xooation uhioh vas 1 foot^
1.8 feet, 3.S feet, 6.2 feet, 9.1 feet, 16.2 feet, 29 feet,
and 50 feet from the origin which was directly over the
end of the tile line. At a distance of SO feet down grade
from tliia oritsln another line (B) was set out nornal to
the axis of the drain. Ti^ils gcve a setup with two repli-
oate-G) except for line D.
The water table pipe were Installed by using a 15/16-
inch Irwin oar bit brazed to a 4-fi>ot extension end powered
by a &/S-lnoh electric drill. This worked very eatiBfactor-
lly and saved considerable labor and time, 40 water table
pipe bein^ installed in two hours. The lover (mds of the
5-foot pipe near the drain were augered by hand.
The spring was very dry and no hlfe;h water table devel
oped on the location. A hecvy stand of brome grass also
tended to dCi-Xete the available water. Ihe water table
ccune up to 14 inches from the surface so a pump was in
stalled and the water pumped from the sump flooding the
area over the end of the tile. This vater came from the
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other cralas In the oracii. apaolnc; experiment. The number
two line was plUi^ed until the soil was triorou^hly satu-
retad. As the water table receded a aerl^^s ot water table
levels were taken vlth a reel type recorder as flesoribed
by Luthln (40).
ClnriQn-V/ebf.tgr Soil Aflfflpcintion
Sxperimeatal F&no. K:anawfafl
At the Clarion^Webster farm at Kanai^ia an experiment
was eet out to determine the effeot on the water table of
two methods of closing off the upper end of a tile drain.
Six drains were aclected and with the two treatments this
gave three replicates. The trestcjenta were randomized,
the experiment layout is illustrated iu Fig. 15.
On laterals A^5.16^ A-&.14, and A-&.12 ft hole was dug
down to the drain and the present plugs, which were tile
bate, were removed and a oopper piste whioh was drilled
vlth 30 holes was placed over the end. Two oubio
feet of sand was then placed next to the oopper plate and
extending for one and one half feet off the end of the drain,
This is similar to Fig. 1 with the gravel filter. The ex
cavations were then filled in and tc^mped well to maintain
the present density as ii>uch as possible.
On laterals A-5.15, A-&.l>5f and A-&.11 the tile bats
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were re:uoved and tho euda rilled with ooncret^^. Pairs of
water table r^ipe were ;jlaoed in tho ground at a distance
of k feet, 5 feet, and 10 feet froQ the ends of the
lateral drains. Watt^r table pipe were also placed xidway
between Af>&«16 and A"&«1&, A**5«13 and A-&*12, and also
tveen A-&«1^ and A-5«ll and in a line even with the end of
tx^e vlrains. Xiaese laterals are 500 feet long.
Howard County Fara
The iioward County F.xperiraentel Farm was selected on
whioix to plaoe an experiaient to determine the v/ater table
shape around the end of the tile line and also the shape
of the water table at a point midway between tvo adjacent
drains. The layout of the experiment is shown In Fig* 16«
The upper end of lateral line was found with a probe
and water table pipe were placed in pairs a distance of 2j|
6 1/4, 10, aiid 15 3/4 feet from the end of the line. This
was line D. Line k was i^laced nom&l to the axis of the
drain at tne upper end 8j:id pipes were installed in psirs
at 5-1/4, 15-3/4, and 4;^ feet from the drain. Froa the
4!c*foot laark line £ was set out parallel to Uie drain.
The pipe in this line were placed 6 feet apart for 18 feet
in both directions from the original ^ipe. A single pipe
E• 7
• 6
• 5
• 4
• 3
• 2
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E
E 11
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fig* X6* Lajrottt of water tatolt pipt at tha Howard Countjr
Experimental Fom.
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was iuatailed 00 i'eeo down grade rrom the original pipe In
UilB line, water table pipe instclleu in another experi
ment north of the lane was also tied Into thle exporlnient*
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RESULTS
Model Study
A flow net facilitates the etudy of the fc^ravitatlonal
flow of seepage or drain water through the soil. It con
sists of two families of curves which bear a fixed rela-
tionsialp to each other and represents the pattern of the
flow and the dissipation of the head causing the flow. One
family of curves is called equipotential lines and each
line paeses throUfih points of equal head and each
space between adjacent equipotential lines repreeente an
equal drop in head, or the force causing the flow.
The oth^r family of curves Is tnown as flow lines or
streamlines and the direction of the fluid at any i^lnt
coincides with the tangent at that point of these curves.
In a true flow net under uniform flow the figures are
true squares, however, under steady nonuniform flow as
here they form curvilinear squares. The distance between
the streamlines is inversely proportional to the velocity.
Strea{x;lines In an unsatursted area are vertical (26) and
do not change shape with a change of scale, the results
may be interpreted at any ocale provided the drain dia
meter and boundaries are in scale. The quantity of seepage
46
flow between adjacent pairs of flow lines is constant.
Althout^ there are an Infinite number of flow lines it is
convenient to ohooee only a liaited number so that the
quantity of flow between eaoh pair is equal.
The detenslnation of flow nets and water table shape
around the upptr ttnd of a eubeurfeoe drain Is a three-
dimensional problem and as such is very difficult to ana
lyse. The approach has been to analyse the problem by
taitin^ a two-dimensional problem in three planes. Fig.
17 shows the orientstion of the planes In relstlon to the
tile. The gtreamlincs in this fit^ure are dsrked >;lth
arrow heads. In the same figure it may be seen th&t the
equipotential lines eotuelly form bullet-shaped equipoten*
tial surfaces Wiiich tlie streamlines out orthogonally.
Fig. 18 is the direct analogue of a totally open
drain showing the equipotential lines in the XY plane.
It should be noticed ihat these equii^tentlpl lines form
exponential curves which oonverjie in passing around the
eiid of the drain and then diverge until they meet an image
plane at the end of the tank which In the figure is below
section line B. If the drein were long^ t^iese equipoten—
tiais would approxlmcte parallel lines. At the bottom of
tifei. 18 is a plot, at double the scale, of the equipoten
tial lines along the section lines as Indicated on the
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2 4 6 8
DISTANCE FROM DRAIN IN FEET
ng. 18. Xlnti la th« Xy plune urounfl th«
«nd of on unllned dmin and plotted * alnot
dlftanoe Croa the center of the drain alona
the eectlon lines.
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figure. It can bo seen that line B la cQUOh lover than
line A or D which Indloetea better drainat^e st B. If
piezometers were placed to a depth equal to the horizon
tal axis of the cLrain and at positions %^ere the equl-
potential lines cut trie B section line In Fig. 16 then the
hei(_ht to which the water would rise in the piezometer
tubes would t^lve an a-'; roxiiaation of the water table If
there was no deep seepae^e or artesian pressure and the
•oil u&a homogeneous. The figure Is really a plot of head
loss versus distance from the drain. As the distance from
the drain gets smaller the accuracy decreases*
The totally open or unllned drain md the drain with
an open end Is of acadenilc Interest only* In the case of
trie unllned drain In the YZ plane It ciey be seen In Fig.
19 that a vertical line throuj^h the axis of the drain
forms a llae of aytiDetry* The flow nut resulted from
superimposing strea:allnes from the inverted analogue upon
tlie cqulpotentlal lines obtained from the direct analogue*
The unllned drain t^lves the maximum flows that oan be
expected and the other cases are based on this assumption*
Fig. 20 Illustrates the flow net derived for the unllned
drain In the XZ plane- This flow net is difficult to
analyse* The equlpotentlel lines and streamlines are
ortho^ional which would indicate that the pattern Is correct,
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however, the flow net Indicates that a larger volume or
flow vould oiitQr the soil surfaoe &t a dlntat^ce of 7 feet
frox tlie ex3d of the tile line, liils docs not agree with
obflervatlona In the field* At 6 dlsttance of 7 feet froa
the drain it is seen that &0 per cent of Uw total flov
ehould enter the soil in a diameter of 1-foot. Thie does
not appear to be reaaon^ble^ however it la difficult to
find a fallacy In this flov net analyala. The oaae type
of flow net i^att^rn is shown by Gregg (23, p. 2BB) and in
I.OW Dams <74, p. i:63-£64) with no explsnatlon. In Tig.
19 the 00 per cent cqulpotontl^il line is 16 lnche«i froa
the droin (off the side at X « 6) snd in Fig. £0 of the
unlined drain off the end the bO per cent eCjUlpotentlnl
llnu le 6 Inohes froci the dr&ln* this w^uld Indicate that
there is not as great & loss of head off the aide of the
drain, tt a distance of 6 feet back froa the end of the
tile, GB there is off the end of the drain.
Present drainage practices leave a crack at the upper
eiHl of a tile drain. In Tig. 21 the flow net representing
the XZ plane a.'iows e larj^e reduction In head coa.pjrred to
the caee of the totally open drain in Fig. 12. In Fig. £2
the flow net repreaefitlntj the 1/8-lnoh cracX in the XZ plane
also shows ti^E tremendous loss of head. Difficulties were
encountered in tracing; the flow net representing the 1/8-lnch
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oraoK because of the teiidenoy for the small electrodee to
oorrooe quickly# TmIp sciall VF-rlctlona In the flow
net. In the models of the l/e-lnch crack, it can be seen
that 80 per cent of the head loea oooure vlthln 4 Inches
of the end of the drain. It wae not possible to trace the
&0 per cent Klrkhan (34} Gn<3 Dut^ {IZ) have ahovn
the trsmondoua drop in head or restriction offered by cracks.
The loes of head caused by this restriction is dissipated
rapidly and within a aaall radius frost tha drain.
XJie other case of prsotical inix>rtprice which was
studied tef'S tiic.t oi e E^^avel packed or porous end. A
gravel envelope oay incrense the effective craok v^ldth to
tae extont that tr.o tile line acts as if it were complLtely
pervioufl; however, Uie gravel envelope does not appreciably
increase the total quantity of flov into the drain. In
Pig. £3 the distance to the &0 per cent equipctential line
is neorly 6 inches. This ia considerably more than in the
case of the 1/3-inoh oracit. In Fit^. £4 which is the gravel end
in the XZ plane the 80 pur cent line is 16 inches from the end
of the gravel, this is nearly 3 times farti*ier than that for
tne l/8-lnch cracks- in Fi^^. 2£. This would seem to indicate
that use of e porous end which wouid not allow foreign sub«
stances to penetrate it would be advantageous. The flov nets troa
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the open end drain, ^rtUoh could be represented by « screen
over the end of a tile, ere shown in the YZ plane In Fig.
26 and In the XI plane In Fig. 26. The open end drain la
a transitional case and has little practical application.
In all previous flov nets in the XZ plane it may bo
noted that the streaoilinee, which are marked with arrow
beads, intersect the surface at approximately the same
distance from the end of the tile* this would Indicate
that the end or the tile acts as a point sjuro© except for
minor variations which tatc place within a few dlciueters
of the drr-ln. The percentage of flov between adjacent
streamlines for each case is the sane but the quantity Is
greatly reduced on some models. The streamlinea converge
on the drain and thla corresponds to an increase In velo
city. It is this factor which causes noBt of the drop in
head.
Field Study
The aetermlnEtion of the true water level in field
observatjons is quite dit'i'loult. When wptcr table pipe are
inetailed neer a drain the water tends to converge on these
i^iptfl wiiich act as smell wells thus ta]U.ng the path of least
reeietance. The water table beoom<;s depressed around each
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pipe and bo the true water table elevation is not obtained
(32)• 7hl8 effect Is lalnimlzed by the use of small dlaaeter
pipe. The only time when the true water table Is read is
when the bottom of the pipe is Junt even with the water
table* Hore and Kidder (28} found small significant differ
ences between large said small cased veils but concluded
thiit this may not be Important &e the degree of acourrcy
required Is not ^reat. Water table pipe readlnge vary
considerably in the different soil conditions. There is
more difference between water table pipe readings than the
lag of the water table.
AKricultural Engineering Research Fr-rm, Ames
the data taken In the msnner as described under "Pro
cedure" was tabulated in Table 2 using the grade line of
the drain as the reference plane. On exaninrtlon of these
deta it is seen that certain of the values at 29 feet from
the end of the tile line begin to fall off. This Is due to
the localized water table wdch was built up by flood irri
gation. Suffioient water to thorou^:hly saturate the whole
experiment was not available. The blank spaces on line C
and line D indioate where water table pipe were not Installed
because of a large etone burled at this location.
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Table 2* Field meadurement data (Ames).
Distance from
drain, feet 12 3 5 9 16 29
Line and
run no. Hel^^ht of voter t^ble
>
o
Cj
tile grafle line, feet
A-1* 1.36 2.15 2.51 3.02 3.66 3.81 2.90«»
A-2 1.19 1.81 2*06 2.32 2.90 3.15 2.76*»
A-3 0.81 1.39 1.66 1.66 1.95 2.06 2.19
B-1 0.99 1.36 1.86 2.14 2.92 3.36 2.91*«
fl-2 0.76 1.04 1.29 1.72
0.88 1.04 1.23 1.5£ 1.66 1.76 1.80
C-1 1.77 2.19 2.98 3.64 3.87 3.11*»
C-2 1.48 2.06 Z.Vc. 2.89 3.27 2.89^«
C-3 — 1.^1 1.64 1.68 1.96 1.97 £.07
D-1 0.87 2.37 2.89 3.66 3.94 3.11**
D-£ 0.84 2.01 2.22 2.89 3.27 2.89«»
0-J 0.79 -- 1.59 1.69 1.99 2.14 2.14
A, B, C, D see Fig. 14 for location.
♦1 4j;50 p.m
2 6:30 p.m
3 d:Ou a.m.^ June k,9\ 1954
» June 28, 1954.
» June 28, 1954•
•♦Values railing off due to looallzed water table.
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The data obtained from three runs were plotted- Fig* 27
exiowB the weter table shape at 4:50 p.m. June SB, 19&4. *Rie
location of the lines are shown In Fl^^. 14. It C8n be seen
tii£it line B is much lover than the other lines. This Indl-
oateo that the water table Is nwoh lower at this position.
Ehere la very little difference between the other lines,
however, these water table aurf&oe lines follow very
olosely the equlpotentlal lines for ooioparable positions
In fiti. 1£. At a short dlstence from the drain the D
curve is sllj5i-.tiy higher indioetlng that it does not drain
as far as the A curve. Curve C Is an Intenaedlr-te curve at
45 decrees to D.
FlfcjS- £8 and 29 are plots of the dctc from Table 2
for 6:30 p.m. June £8 and 9;00 a.®. June 29, 1954. In
both of these figures It Is seen that line B Is imieh lower
than the other three lines. The difference Is not as
great because of the lower water table and reduction ia
head.
If a point within 20 feet of the dreiln Is selected on
curve B of Fl^« 27 and an eversge Value secured froa the
other three curves A, C, and D for the sane elevation. It
will be seen uh^.t In ualntt- the distance from the end of
tiivt di'aln as a reference the i^olnt selected on curve B
wlXx be about twice as i^reat ss that selected fr*offl the
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of the three ourves. Thle method vae followed and the
ovdn clroXea In Fig. 30 show the points for Fig« 27. The re-»
greasioQ line X « 1*04 ^ 0.57XX wae plotted uhioh gave a t.
Value of 6«63« The £ value for 13 degrees of fx*eedom at the
X per cent level Is 3.012. Thla is highly signifloant. For
•xaaple if m onderdralnage system gives adequate drainage for
a apaoinj^ of 40 feet at a point 20 feet downgrade from the end
of the lateral thon the water table level 20 feet off the aide
of the ciralii will be the same elevation as the water table 10
feet off the end of the arain. Aij interpretction would be for
close s^-aoings, equal elevations are only half the dlstanoe
off the end aa off the side of the drain*
Clarion-feeb^ter Soil Aaeocihtion Experlffientql
fgjrr-.. KtuiBwaha
the experiment eonduoted at Kanawha was to measure any
water table differenees between the end of « tile line closed
off with ooncrete and the end of a tile line whioh had a
porous copper j-late and a sand baofefill thus giving a porous
end. The results of the laodel study as illustrated in Figs.
22 and Ic4 indic£it&d that there should be a measurable differ^-
eneefc I'he sand backfill being superior to the plugged end
with regard to the time required to lower the water table off
the end of the lateral drain.
On June 18 and June 21 heavy rfcins totalling 10 inches
were received on this experiment. The data obtained from
the water table observations are sosaiarixcd In Tables 3 and
4. Xhe height of the water table is based on the grade
n
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Table 3* Water table levels (Kanawha)*
Hun no* 1 2 3 4 5
Date 6-ie 6-21 6-22 6-23 6-24
?lpe no. Height of vater table from tile grade line. feet.<
Copper plate with aand baolUTlll
62
65
610
1.60
2.3a
3.10
1.90
2.40
3.28
1.60
1.94
2.47
1.40
1.60
1.90
1.20
1.30
1.50
4£
45
410
2.65
3.00
4.^0
2.60
£.95
3.93
1.93
2.10
2.47
1.40
1.55
l.Bl
1.30
1.30
1.55
zz
26
£10
3.50
3.90
4.10
3.40
3.60
3.80
1.80
2.15
2.00
1.46
1.45
1.10
1.30
1.33
1.60
End plugged with oonorete
52
55
610
1.60
2.10
3.20
1.64
2.08
2.83
1.17
1.26
1.60
0.95
0.95
1.25
0.69
0.77
0.98
32
^5
310
1.80
2.53
3.20
1.90
2.47
3.20
1.10
1.63
1.70
0.80
1.00
1.40
0.50
O.BO
1.20
112
15
110
2.00
2.33
3.63
i.eo
2.49
3.03
1.50
2.05
1.92
1.35
1.70
1.45
1.30
1.57
1.27
♦Average of £ pipe
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Table 4. Average water table levels (K anavha}
aun no. 1 £ 3 4 5
Date 6-lB 6-21 6-.££ 6«.23 6.24
Distance
or pipe
from end
ot draiUf
feet
Height of water table from tile
grade line, feet
Calculated aversfcje for copper plate
with sand backfill*
Z £.64 2.66 1.77 1.42 1.30
5 3.07 2.96 2.03 1.53 1.30
10 3.BO 3.67 2.31 1.60 1.35
Calculated average for end Plugged
with concrete**
2 1.77 1.78 1.26 1.03 0.00
6 £.33 2.25 1.66 1.22 1.04
10 3.34 3.02 1.79 1.37 1.15
pipe is average of 52, 3^. 112 from Table 3
Pii^e is averfitje of 55, 35, and 15 from Table 3
i^ipe is average of 510, 310, end 110 from Table 3
pipe is average of 62, 42, and 22 from Table 3
pipe is averat^e of 65, 45, and 25 from Table 3
pipe is averajje of 610, 410, and 210 from Table 3
Rainfall: June 18
June 19
June
June £1
4.£5 inches
1.67 inches
0»S2 inches
3.51 inches
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line of the tile drain and is measured above this point.
Values in Table 3 aure averages of 2 pipe at each location
and Values In Table 4 are averages of 6 pipe in oompcrable
looations on 3 replicates* The averaged values from Table
4 are plotted in Fig* 31.
In Fl^« 31 it should be noted that the water tables
are relatively flat. The £-foot and &«foot pipe are located
in the old trench and even hers there is no xoarfced differ^
enoe in the flat shape of the water table. It must also
be noted that in every oase the elevation of the water
table ie much higher where the tile line had t^ie copper
plate and saiid backfill treatraent. The rate of drop of
the water table at 10 feet from the drain is Duch faster
with the sand backfill. Part of this may be due to the
increased head as it is higher than the head over the ends
plugged with concrete.
The results obtained were not expected as they did not
follow the model study results. The model study indicated
that the laterals with the sand backfill would drain much
more quickly than would the laterals with the concrete
ends, the plotted data in Fits. 31 snows the reverse has
taken place vvlth all runs being consistent. The water
tables over the euid backfill continues to be higher from
the first day to the last.
UJ
UJ
Ix.
UJ
UJ
o
<
q:
o
UJ
>
o
CD
<
UJ
O
(£>
a
?2
END WITH COPPER PLATE 8 SAIMD
END PLUGGED WITH CONCRETE
4 -
3 -
2 -
I -
tile
0
0
JUNE 23
JUNE 24
JUNE 24
2 4 6 8
DISTANCE FROM DRAIN IN FEET
rii:. i5X* Water table posltlone off the end for tiro types
of end olosuree (Kanavha)*
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An Interesting conjecture regardin^^ the results is
that followints the heavy rain of 3.6 Inches on June 21 some
of the laiici was ^xjnded while the reaainder was not; this
would account for some oi the values, such as the water
table levels in series 42 and ££, being high. These in-
oonsistent values would not materially affect the final
result so the reason for the above results must be else
where. It is possible but not probable that there are
soil differences which would cause It. The outlet of the
tile system was submerged for a period of four days* This
would cause e small back, pressure In the drrln even though
the difference in elevetlon is conaiaerftble. Hiere is also
the possibility that the &-lnch main tile A-5.1 was run-
nln^i full whilch would cause a back pressure in the laterals.
If the water table elevation wss sufficient to overcome the
baok pressure by a small amount, then drainage would taXa
place. Xhe laterals with the sand backfill would trans*
fer tills back pressure to the 8uri*ounding soil skore easily
and thus retard the drop of the water table. The fact that
lines A-5.16 and A-5.15 were practically the same on the
first day but diverged further apart the next dsy would
also iiidic^ite that the lines were running under back pres
sure- These two lines have the hit^hest elevation arid so
would feel the effect of back pressure last. If any portion
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of the system ia to run full vhloh tends to cause a back
pressure then a porous baokfill would not show up the
theoretical advantage for this system.
Itie data In Table 5 was gathered for another experi
ment arid was not apeclflcally designed for use In thla
study; however a few points are noted wlUch h^ve appllca*
tlou. In Fig. 15 it ifl seen that pipe 56 is located mid
way between A-5.16 and A-5.15 at the end of the line. Pipe
1136 ia located 100 feet downgrade from this pipe and 1123
Table 5. Water table levels (Kenawha).
Bun no. 1 2 3 4 6
Date 6-ie 6-21 6-22 6-23 6-24
Pipe no.* Height of water below ground surface. feet
66
1136
ll£3-5<»*
1123-50
0.4
2.7£:
0.35
1.42
1.12
2.13
2.03
3.36
1.81
2.69
3.40
3.10
2.36
2.99
3.66
3.20
23
214d-a
0.00 0.05
1.80
2.12
2.82
2.91
3.19
3.24
3.29
12
£146-b
0.03
m —
0.00
1.10
0.74
2.13
1.89
3.22
2.43
3.40
♦Each piye is axi averai^e of two readlnF;a
**llii3-b is 5 feet from the drain, roQalnder of pipe 60
feet from drain
76
located 200 feet downgrade from 66. Pipes S3 and 12 are
located even with the end of the tile line and between
A-6-13 ana A-6-12 and between A-6.12 anrt A-5.11 respective
ly. Pipes 2146 are located 200 feet dcwntrade from pipes
2-3 aitd 12*
It may be seen irom Table 6 that the vater level in
the pipes even with the end of the tile line are higher
than the water level in pipes which are downgrade from
the end of the tile. The difference ranges ft^m 2.5 feet
on June 18 to 0«5<3 feet on June 24. The average differ
ence ie 1.05 feet. This would Indicete thst even with
the end of a drain line the point at the nidgpaolng is not
as well drained as further downgrade.
On June 22 it should be noted that the 11;^3 pipe
located 5 feet from the drain has a hliSher vater level
than does the pipe at the center of the spacing. This
fflay be due to the same phenomena which has caused the
difference in water table elevations at the end of the
drain.
Howard County -xperlmental Farm
The results of the experiment at Howard County tended
to cor.oborate the results obtained at Ames. The soil is
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quite variable and dli'floult to drain in many places. The
water table tilG not reach the surface st this locrtiou,
out data were obtalnec: from followlntj a relatively hl^h
water table ' fter the heavy rsln of June 22, 1964, Fig»
32 is plotted from the data in Table 6. It can be seen
from this fi^re that the water table is very flat except
for 16 feet close to the drain. From the drain to 16 feet
alonfei line A the water table rises rapidly and then flattens
out to the midpoint of the spacing. An explanation of this
may be found in the fact that there wp9 probrsbly deep
seepage on this locrtlon. Kirithnm (32) workinf^ Kith piezo
meters on the same location found thnt the hydraulic head
decreases with depth wlilch iadlcatsd deep seepage* Van
Dteoter (76) indicated that deep seepage may have more
effect upon the water table than the drain itself.
Xn Fig. 32 it can be seen that the water table pipe
off the end of the drain follow the same pattesm as the
water table pipe normal to the drain. Tne minor differences
here are due to there being no pipe at 10 feet normal to the
drain at the end. This follows very closely the results
obtained st Ames as shown in Fig. 27.
At the midpoint ot the spacinj^ the water table in the
^ipcfS in line K (Fl^- 16) which were 6 feet apart was the
same except for minor diiferenoes* This can be seen by
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Table 6* Field aeasurement data (Hovard County).
Run no. X 2 3 4 6
Date 6^Z2 6-23 6-24 6-26 6-26
Pipe no. iieltSht of water table above tile grade line. feat
£•7 3.10 2.77 2.64 £•53 2.46
E-6 3.xe 2*64 2.73 2.61 2.61
E-6 3.09 2.7b C.57 2.44 2.38
e:-4 3,05 2.7X 2.66 2.41 2.38
3. Xk. 2.77 2.76 2.54 2.47
K«»ii 3.16 £.63 £.66 2.61 2.42
&-1 3.09 r-> arji~. .Oc 2.65 52 2.45
E 3.6& 3.X5 2.95 2.60 2.71
E-XX 4.00 3.20 2.34 2.69 2.42
X9o 2.48 2.36 2.XS 2.X2 2.06
2.03 X.73 X.52 1.3^ 1.33
0-6 £.32 2.02 X.e5 X»74 1.67
D-XO 2.e2 2.67 2*39 2.£4 2.16
P-X6 2.93 2.6X 2.41 2.21 2.07
A-^ 2.30 X.96 1.76 1.66 1.62
A*X6 2.96 2.68 2.66 2.46 2.46
A-4^ 3,06 2.71 2.65 2.41
RainfBll; June 16
June IQ
June 19
June 20
Juno 21
1*90 inohf^e
0.8£ Inohee
O.DO Inches
0»'J7 InohcB
0.65 Inohea
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Inspection of Table 6. The reaaon for the difference in
pipe E ia that it is located 00 feet downgrade from the
end or the tile and is at a lower elevation when haaed on
Liiti tirade line of Uie drain. At pipeB E-11 and 19c located
1-30 feet downgrade froic the end of the tile there Is a
differeiice of l-l/£ feet In the water tfible aa compflred
with foot at the upper end Iplpes A5, E4.). This differ
ence can fce explained by upward seepage from the side of
the hill at the lower pipes and deep aeepftge at the top of
the hill.
KiaoellaneouB obBerr&tlona
because of limited rainfall and low water tables an
attempt was made to analyse some water t^ble data obtetlned
lu 1^47 at the Crystal Lelte Kxperimentnl Fsrrn. These data
st.owed that the water table was qiite fl^t on this peat
soil wl:doh Indicated that their pump was inadequate to
handle the influx of water from higher la^^d. The position
of the critical pipe was located on a hillside with a Vari*
able soil type. This data was of little value for this
problem.
An attempt was made to estRblish a water table by
meens of sprinkler irrigation. The Ankeny Field Stii^tion
80
was aeleoted for the alte afl there was an ample aupply of
water available froai a fire hydrsnt. The weter waft con
veyed 750 feet In fire hose with a oonslderausle drop In
pressure. Two latenl lines 40 feet apart snd 100 feet
lont: \^ere used with l£-lnch risers and 3/15- x 1/ft-lnch
nozzles on e No. 40 Ralnblrd sprlnltler hesd. It was pos
sible to build up a local water table but due to the crop
of young soybeans and the slope of the land the water table
was not of uniforai height, water ran down the slope and
built the water table higher In the center, and the edges
were then very low where the oound of water dropped off.
It was practically Impossible to aaalyse the data from
thic experiment as there wes no way ox' esLabllshlng whether
the effect was due to the tile Byotem or the feot the water
table was locellzed and not predlctnble.
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DISCUSSION
The results obtained from the oodel study vere oonslo^-
ent and could be reproduced, however, accuracy could be
Improved by the use of better equipment. The electric
ai^axoijxxe functioned very well near the top of the tfmk but
close to the model and .ne&r the bottom of the tanii It vne
Increaslnti^ly more difficult to obtain good accuracy* The
difficulty seems to ue In the recording and probing device.
A sore rigid probe which could be moved In any direction
Is to be desired (see reference 71). For more accurate
work near the roodel the probe should be reduced In size.
A difference was found In settlnt; up the correct bridge
ratio. The retlo as used by Dutz (12) did not give the
same results as tiie ratio used here. It Is possible that
the difference In resistances used for the same per cent
line ch^ni^ed the current wtilch affected the exact location
of the equlpotentlal lines* There was an actual difference
In the model tanJs. of approximately 1 Inch on the 60 per cent
line at the water surface.
The flow nets obtained from the model study show that
thez^ should be neasurable dlfzerences between a crack and
a gravel end. The field data did not prove this and so It
Is possible a complete answer Is not available at this time
B2
for ttie proper Interpretation of the flow nets which were
derived by usln^^ a wire for a boundary (Klg. 20) off the
end or the tile drain. The shape of these flow lines in
Fig» i-O is probably correct, however the numbering of these
lines may require further study. Kuskat (49, p* 1B4) ahovs
a line aource does not have this bunohin^^ up of stream
lines at the end* Further work that might be pursued by
a model study would be using two drains in place of one to
study tne pattern between the tile lines. It is also
advisable to use several cracKs to get a cumulative effect
w.'ilch was not achieved here. The other phase of the model
study Which should be inveetitiated is thet of finding a
matheciGtioal solution to the problsfii of flow Into the end
of a tile drain.
Xhe field study was severely handicapped by low water
tables. Ttie natural water table at Asiesf Ankeny^ and Howard
County was not hi^ enough so that core data should be
(jfithered in the future to corroborate the results obtained
at this time. The actual sites of the experiiaents might
also be relocated to t>et more uniform soil conditions. Hie
results of the experiment at Ames were quite satisfactory
out was limited to too snoll a spacing because of the in
ability to Duild an extensive water table* The ease experi
ment should be carried on where it is possible to continue
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the water table pipe for a greater distance both nontal
to the drf in end out froc the ?^xls of the drain. Tiiis
should reault In an icii^roved Fig. 50, by w.-iloh it is poa-
Bible to forecast the dlrtanoe off the end orained in
termp of proper epaolng. Due to the deOiJ sespage at
Hovard County it v&a not pooeible to find any differcnoee
in water table elevation aloni^ the midpoint of the ipaoing.
"niere was an indication there @ight be a difference at
Kanawha. this could be pursued further by setting pipe
alon^ the aid spacing line* The solution to this problem
is iojijortent In laying out e^tperimentel plots*
The cr^se of the sand back-fill n^-rede much more study#
Xnis same treatnient should be ;:laoed on other lince to
determine the o^.uae of tho frilurr: to follow the predicted
course. Fieaometers should be ;.laced in ti^e tile line to
determne back pressure, emd at cidspacin^ to determine
deep aaepa^e*
It is very difficult to build an artificial water table
by the applicf^tion of water to the surface of the soil* TUhe
tlcie required to fully satur? te the ooil le considerable,
the rate of application aiuat be very low or ther.. is too
much runoff. The Infiltration must be hie^h which can only
be achieved Dy a e^ood ^'od on prsctlcelly flat tirades. Ihe
applioation must be carried on at l^ast 50 feet past the
experiment. There must be a good source of water to thoiv
ou^hly saturate the soil.
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SUMMAHSr AND CONCLUSIONS
Tne purpose of this inveatl^stlon w&a to detem-lne
tae water table siiope at the upper end of subsurfece drains
by Lieans of moael studies and field observatione. Past
literature contains very little Information regprdlng the
dletanos the upper end of a tile drain will affect the
water table. This inforiaatioa Is of value in the design
of drainage systeae to eoonomlse on tile. A more Ifflpor*
tant use of this information would be In the design of
experii^ental plots where apace la Imi^ortant. Past prac*
tioe has been to leave bulk areas neor the end of the tile
line 80 that any detrlmttntfil effect of hlgh>.'r water tables
woL.id not affect the experinient. A liait^d study was made
on two methoas of closintj off the end of a tile drain. The
cietnods studied were an end closed off with concrete arid
an end closed off with a porous plate and surrounded with
Sand*
The effect of Tarloue methods of closure was studied
in the laboratory by the use of an electric analogue. Plow
nets were ottained from both direct and Inverted analogues.
One-inch copper tubes were used for the drain tiles which
represeiited a 6:1 model scle. The rtiGulta showed thet for
a i>orous filter at the end of a tile drain there should be
ee
a siaall are® in the field 7 feet fr>a the end of the tile
where mof^t of th© voliuae of flow enters the «oll surface.
'XiXlfi has not been obaervrd In the field. The reason for
this is i/oaelbly the use of an artlfici«*l bouncTRry In tracing
til® strfiar;Ollnes vhlch Introduces undGterTilnRd errors. A
ooffiparlson wee aade bF?tv;een a l/8-lnch ornck r t the end of
the drain and a poroue end. It was obcerved that the sase
loss of head took plaee three tlmen further from the drain
for the poruus end than for the oase of the l/&*iaoh craeK*
The electric cinalogue glvee a maximum effect w^Aoh can he
expected as it Is used for the csse of ponded water and thle
difference In head Ices edvantoge for the porous end may be
couEiderably reduced under actual drawdo-sin cjndltlona. There
is an indlcrtlon from the uodel rrtudy that there la a theoret
ical advantage In using a poroue end. The model studies also
revealed that the loss of hticd is t;repter off the end of the
draina than off the side normal to the axis of the drains.
Xhe results of the modal studies vere tested et various
locations in the field. At Kanewha the field testa after
very heavy rains gavs hi^^her water levels over the drains
that h^d a por-^us filter than over the en(^3 of the linen
uhicii h^ been closed ol'i with concrete. This is the re*
verfjfc of tae itodel results and ml^rht be ex}>lalned by the
^probability of hij^h back pressure in the tile lines or soil
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variability. The rato of drop ol' the vater table was ^roater
over Uie porous end. At the location & aeries of i^ati^r
levels parallel to the clrciliie and ct the ailclpoint of the epao«>
IQ^ Gl^ioved tiiat the vater table was about 1.06 feet rAt^her
at the up, er end of tho tile line than at a Gi6i;anoe down*
grade. Xhe saae e:&periaent at Eovard County showed no dif
ference In water lovele. Ihis may be explained on the baais
of previous experiments which indicated deep seepage at this
location.
An experiment at Aaea to determiue the >r.ape of the water
table aruund the end of the tile line shoved that ti;e field
conditions followed the results of the ;..odel studias very
cloedy. Xi.e caoe obaervatioas at houard County also agreed
with tneae results close to the drain. At a selected dis
tance from the tile the water table at a distance of 20 fe«t
downt^rads from the end of tho tile line was much lower than
at the end of the tile. This is based on observations of
three drain lines and agrees with the modi^ studies. It
was found that close to the upper end, ectual water table
levels ^re seoiicirculsr v^ith a radius sbout ona-half the
distaiice the sa^^e v.etcr level is froni the .'rain at a point
£0 fuet down^^rade.
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